Memories

George Brooks
Kangaroo Valley
1909 - 1990

This all started before the year 1915.
My mother had enrolled me in junior Red
Cross as George Ernest Brooks. The
membership was one shilling and the
membership card had a waratahs on it.
Mother, being a worker for the Red Cross
used to sew up white calico bags with a
draw string at the mouth, my part was to
thread tape for the draw strings at the top.
At the time they were called sandbags, but I
have since known they were sea kit bags for
use to hold personal gear for use at sea.
My eldest brother, Tom, went to the
war. I can remember him coming home one
evening just on dusk, in uniform. It must
have been his final leave. He never came
home from the war.
My youngest sister Olive and brother
Charley was going to school and of course I
wanted to go too. Being the youngest of the
family I was lonely left at home with the
older members of the family.
Finally the day came, the day after my
sixth birthday, 16th March 1915, the great
day I started school. But the wonders of
school did not last long. I soon found out if I
made a mistake or could not answer
questions asked by the teacher, Dad
Williams, it was any number of cuts with the
stick (as the cane) cut off a May bush
growing in the school garden or a straight
shoot off a quince tree. The usual number of

pupils was around 24 over 6 classes.
My oldest sisters were married, one
with 2 daughters older than I so that made
me an uncle at a very early age. Both sisters
lived in the Wollongong area. Staying with
Martha I went to Wollongong School for a
time, also with Annie for a while and went
to Balgownie School.
Around this times we made our own
sport, other than games at school like
rounders, stealing cloths, marbles, but
outside school on the farm the main item
for sport was a catapult. When the fruit was
ripe in the orchard, the silvereye birds
eating the fruit was the main target. For
entertainment we had a phonograph. It had
records cylinder shape also an organ which
some of the sisters learned to play. For
games we had a bobs set, played on the
table with a number of balls and cue similar
to snooker, dominoes, ludo also a number of
board games.
Rabbits
were
very
plentiful
everywhere at that time. I often went with
an older brother when he went shooting
them with a pea rifle, as they were named
(.22 calibre rifle). My part was to pick up
the dead rabbits and carry them home,
sometimes for us to eat or to boil for food
for the dogs and fowls. Traps were also used
to catch rabbits for their skins as well as for
food. The best skins were up to 6 shillings a
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pound weight, on the average 5 skins. Pea
rifle bullets were 6 pence for a box of 50, so
the skins paid for the ammunition.
These times there was no electricity.
House lighting was kerosene lamps or
mostly candles for bedrooms. Father bought
a gas generator to provide light for the
kitchen and what we called the front room,
where the organ and sofa plus a few of the
best chairs were.
The gas was made by putting carbide,
like grey coloured stone, bought in iron
drums weighing 1cwt (112 pounds) when it
was put in water it turned into a gas. Our
house was the only house I know of in
Kangaroo Valley that had gas lighting. The
Church of England had gas lights. Carbide
gas lights were used on push bikes, several
bikes in the family.
For outside lighting purposes from
being tied under a sulky for road lighting,
going round rabbit traps about 8 o’clock at
night, going anywhere at night the
hurricane lamp was always used. It was
kerosene burned. The volume of light was
adjusted by turning the wick up or down.
They were classed as storm proof and were
reliable in the wind.
During my school days my jobs were
in the cow yard. As a cow was let out of the
bail after being milked by hand by one of
the older family I would hunt another cow
into the bail. It was known as bailing up.
The milk was put through a separator
turned by an older brother to get the cream.
It was taken to the Barrengarry Butter
Factory by horse and cart, 3 days a week,
that being the farm’s income. The separated
milk was fed to calves, pigs and dogs, also
my job.
On the farm next to us Aunty Harriet
and Uncle Jim Forsyth lived for a while.
Aunty was Dad’s sister. Some of the families
went to school together. They later moved
to Badgery and the George Chittick family
came there to live, so I really grew up with
them.
Above our farm joining us was the
John Chittick, father of George with Jack and
Mary still at home. Quite often I had to walk
up to their place with a message of some
sort but I did not mind as I always was
given a piece of cake or a couple of biscuits.

The farm on the third side of the
home farm was rented by my oldest
brothers Tom and Bill, so father bought 2
telephones and wire and connected the two
by phone. These were only the only private
phones in the district. Later a third phone
was connected to Jack Chittick’s. About this
time Jack Chittick married [my] sister Polly
so from then on it was family.
The brothers on the next farm grew
oats for hay and after it was stacked a
chaffcutter and oil engine to turn it was
bought. I understand this was the first
chaffcutter to come to the district. Some
farmers had what was known as horse gear
to turn their chaffcutter. A horse marched
hooked to a long pole attached to a cast iron
cog wheel which turned a long shaft
attached to the chaffcutter. The horse
walked around in a circle providing the
power.
During this period there were no
motor cars. Transport was by sulky, buggy,
saddle horse and for a few push bikes for
people and passengers were carried
between Nowra and Moss Vale by coach
which would seat about 6 passengers and
drawn usually by 3 horses as there were 2
mountains to cross. The horses were
changed to fresh ones in Kangaroo Valley
each morning and evening as the overall
distance would be over 40 miles.
Goods were brought in by horse lorry
usually drawn by 4 horses. These were
draught horses much heavier than the
coach horses as the loads were heavier and
the distance less. Butter from the factory
and all produce was moved in this way.
Most farmers grew corn for grain to
feed fowls, horses and pigs. When corn was
ripe usually early in the winter it was pulled
off the stalk with the husk on the cob. It was
put in the corn shed which was usually built
on tall posts with tin wrapped round so
mice and rats could not climb up and a
movable ladder to gain entrance with room
underneath to put the cart out of the
weather but there were no walls. When a
farmer had his corn in the shed, and the
moon around full, so you could see where
you were walking, each family carried a
hurricane lamp, a family could have say 6.
Each family took some eats, mostly cakes or
scones, the host farmer provided also. This

would be for after the corn was all husked,
after supper, all out in the paddock to play
games. that is why the full moon, there
could be 20 to 30 people attend, depending
on the distance. The school children were
used to spread the word and neighbour to
neighbour. Brook’s invitation always
included the tea pot, we had one which held
19 cups so it was very welcome.
At the age of 12, Mother died. That
was a very big blow to the family, also to the
district. At that time [there was] no doctor
in the district. Child birth was attended by a
mid-wife, Mother being one of 3 or 4 in the
district.
Came the day at last I had been
looking forward to. I was14 and father said I
need not go to school. Our old teacher had
retired. At that time father, [my] sister Olive
and I were the only ones at home. Father
had been to England on one occasion but
1924 he went over again leaving Olive and I
to keep the farm going. We were to get half
income. After he came home we still wanted
a share for our work but he said no, so I
gathered up my clothes and left.
Olive was allowed to have what she
could get from the sale of eggs. I got a job
with the young fellow that bought the farm
that the brothers had rented earlier. I had
gone to school with him earlier. He was a
bachelor. He paid me 15 shillings a week. He
grew tomatoes, water melons, potatoes,
pumpkins and corn for market. Of course I
had to help with the planting, cultivating
and harvesting. I was with him for about 12
months. At that time father had gone to live
with [his] sister Annie in Wollongong and
[my] brother Charlie had come back home
to run the farm with Olive. He was using the
axe and cut his big toe and the toe next off.
He was in hospital for quite a while and I
was asked to go back and help Olive at one
pound per week.
Soon after his return home I was
asked to go and work for Sid Napier a local
farmer. He also grew tomatoes for sale. This
was at 1 pound 10 shillings per week. Of
course this was big money to me, at this
time. I owned my saddle horse and saddle,
had learned to shoe my horse, also, and had
paid 9 pounds for her. Have at this time got
rid of my push bike up to the end my own
means of transport. I stayed with Sid for 12

months doing all the ploughing cultivation,
all work with the horses, as well as helping
with general farm work.
This is where the mistakes started.
Brother Charlie talked me into renting a
property owned by Arthur Nelson at Jacks
Corner. There was 150 acres of mostly good
soil but shaded partly by hills and
mountains. In the winter most of it did not
get sun on it when there was no fog until 10
o’clock and gone by 3pm, a small area did
not get it at all. I have seen frost there in the
evening. John Sperring who worked for the
Nelson family and helped clean the scrub
and chip grass seed into some of it told me
he had seen frost on the ground continuous
for a fortnight. Charlie lent me his horses
and plough to plough an area to plant
tomatoes, also some corrugated iron to
build a humpy or sometimes called [a] hut.
The iron was for the roof and to cover the
walls, the floor was up off the ground and
old rails out of a split fence, remaining
timber was round poles out of the bush. It
boasted a chimney and open fireplace and
door, a one room model.
I was to pay into Arthur Nelson’s bank
account 6 pounds 5 shillings a quarter in
rent. This all started around 1932, in the
depression period, which I did not
understand but soon realized people did not
have any money to spend, only on things
they could not do without, so tomatoes
were out. A big pumpkin I had grown, a fair
sized sold on one day in town at 1 shilling
but sold very few. I sold the remainder of
the crop for 4 shillings a (cwt) 112 pounds. I
had split slabs out of a tree on the property
to build a skid for corn, the widest one
being two feet wide. All were 6 feet long. All
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the timber came off the property. I made the
mistake of starting all this in the depression
years, not understanding what it was all
about.
While I had cash I used to pay for
tobacco and necessary groceries at the local
store run by Frank Daly. If no money which
was often I would say, Frank I have no
money, he would say, book up what you
want, mostly. The accountant was squared
with potatoes he could sell to his customers
and allow me 12 shillings a bag of 140
pounds. The butcher would give me credit
until I had money to pay.
John Sperring and family lived in a
house on a corner of the property and
worked around the district. We would buy
flour from the back of the baker by the bag
of 150 pounds. His wife was known locally
as Mum Sperring used to bake damper
bread in a camp oven over the open fire as
they had no stove. It was beautiful. Only for
them I think I would have starved. My
washing was also done. I would draw wood
to the wood heap with the horses for the
fire, also I would plough the old chaps
garden on the property which saved him
from paying to get it done, in repayment for
what was done for me.

Something not many people have
seen, it was about 1930, I was going fishing
in the Barrengarry Creek for perch about
sun down. Looking from the top of the bank
down into a stretch of water about 100
yards along I counted 5 platypuses on the
top of the water at the same time. Very few
fish were known to have been caught in that
hole.
Around 1932 I joined the Kangaroo
Valley Light Horse Troop. There were 17
personnel and horses to a Troop. I attended
camps of usually of 10 days at Nowra,
Camden, [and] Goulburn.
I had privilege to take part in a
gymkhana at the Sydney Showground. Also
4 of us went to Melbourne for Light Horse
events in the showground at the Melbourne
Centenary. We had taken our own horses by
train and had them stabled at the
Flemington Race Course. Up to now I had
scraped together a few pounds and bought
one horse for 3 pounds and another for 30
shillings. There was very little money from
sale of tomatoes, potatoes and pumpkins as
I hawked them around the town with horse
and sulky. I had already bought a sulky. I
took on any work I could get from the
farmers such as pulling corn, [and] splitting

posts. On one occasion I split 200 post in 2
days at 1 pound per hundred. My brother in
law Jack Sperring and I got a job fencing at
Camden. It was one mile. We had to split the
posts, erect the posts and put 3 wires. We
made good wages. I had a foal bred from my
original mare [and] also bought a young
horse from [my] brother Charlie. I broke
them into harness, that is trace chains for
ploughing. As well as my own, I ploughed
paddocks for several farmers in the district.
They would come to me and ask of I would
plough their paddock. I had bought a horse
lorry, a 4 wheeled job with shafts for one
horse and table top body. I had my own tent
so would camp on the job. I named the
horses “Major” and “Laddie”. They were the
most reliable horses I have ever used.
Going back to when I was in the Light
Horse, each year there was a competition
between troops for a Cup awarded by the
Prince of Wales, some years earlier, known
as the Prince of Wales Cup. Its capacity was
9 gallons. Kangaroo Valley Troop won it

twice. It was run over a distance of one mile
including
points
for
shooting,
swordmanship and horsemanship, so my
name was on it twice. It was gala day for the
Kangaroo Valley when it was arranged for
the then governor of New South Wales, Sir
Phillip Game to make the presentation to
the troop.
Around 1935 brother Bert bought a
tractor. It was an Austin. It had iron wheels
as rubber tyres for tractors was not on the
market. It used kerosene fuel but started on
petrol. He had promise of grass harrowing
work from a few farmers. As they found
these special harrows were too rough on
their horses and horses were not fast
enough to get best results, so he payed me
to drive it. He also got a circular saw and
bench. Using the tractor to drive the saw,
cutting and selling firewood I was involved
in that.
Around this time local council bought
a road roller. It also had a scarifier attached,
as all the roads in the shire were metal. To
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resurface them the roller was used to
scarify them up then me with the tractor
towing a light grader with another man
operating it would grade it over and then
rolled down. We done quite a few miles
within the shire.
Arthur Nelson, my landlord, decided to get
me to split posts and rails to put up a bull
paddock and renew the cow fence on the
home property at Glenmurray from trees on
his own property. I asked my brother in-law
to come in with me as I was still behind in
my rent and had no experience with post
and rail fencing. The posts had to be called
morticed meaning three holes chopped
through each post to put the ends of the
rails through with a narrow axe especially
made at 2 inches wide. The contract was for
150 posts and 450 rails, price allowed 5
pounds per 100 for posts and 3 pence for
each hole morticed, rails 2 pounds 10
shillings per 100.
I was also allowed day wages for
bringing the material down to where a truck
could pick it up. The price squared what I
was behind in rent and he could get his
fence. His dad, Andrew, was to stand the
cost of the job of erecting the fence.
My brother in law was to help me put
the fence up, as he had done this type of
fencing before. He was offered a job of tree
felling for one of the local saw mills. The
money was to too good to turn down, so he
took it. That left me on my own with the job
of erecting a 3 rail fence. I asked John
Sperring for ways to go about it, as he had
had experience. Also Andrew Nelson
watched and advised me as well a few
times.
When the job was completed we
counted up the number of panels and the
figure came to 9 pounds 10 shillings. The
old chap said I will give you 10 pounds. I
said yes, “Thank you Mr Nelson”.
[My] brother was driving the milk
trucks; that is picking up the milk in 10
gallon cans at the farms and taking it to the
milk depot at Nowra. There were 3 carriers
to cover the district. Bert was working for
Clarks. He was also their mechanic to keep
the trucks in repair. They had about 4
trucks, some small ones to pick up different
areas and bring to a point to meet a big one.
I was taught to drive on the short runs for a

standby when a driver was off. One driver
who had worked for the firm for years was
offered a job driving passenger a bus, so he
left.
At this time the owner of the business
died and left it to his wife. Bert, having
worked for them for years was promoted to
manager. Mrs Clark moved to Sydney
having Bert to run the business.
To replace the man that left Bert
asked me if I would take up the job. Up to
now I had done enough driving to be
confident I could handle the job. So next
thing I gathered together all the equipment
including horses, lorry, plough harrows,
hand tools and called a sale. The lot
returned me 90 pounds, so I left the
property after about 7 years and went to
board with Bert and his wife. My truck, as
we used to call it, was an Albion. It held 65
cans on the floor. Sometimes I would put 10
or 15 cans, what we called double decked,
on planks of timber on top of other cans. I
stayed with this job until 1940. We both
joined the Army and the business was sold. I
had a trip over to the Middle East but Bert
was boarded “B” class on account of his age
so never left Australia.

“Changes I have seen over my time”
Take roads! Roads between cities and
towns were [blue] metal. Present day major
roads are sealed with bitumen also all town
streets which minimizes the dust, also
waterproofs them. Most bridges were built
with timber, now they are concrete and
steel. I remember being taken to Sydney
when I was a lad, from Barrengarry to Berry
railway station by horse and sulky to catch
the steam train. To me it was a wonderful
experience. The buildings I thought were
enormous. For city transport for people
there were horse drawn cabs and electric
trams.
Our money, up until 1966, when some
bright spark decided to change money,
weights and measures to a metric system
was LSD (pounds shillings and pence). I can
just remember seeing an odd farthing, they
were 4 to a penny and had gone out of
circulation. There were half pennies also
pennies, all bronze, next a silver coin
threepence, six pence and one shilling
which was the value of twelve pennies, next
two shillings, 20 shillings were the value of
one pound. There were a few 5 shilling
coins minted but did not continue so were
grabbed up by coin collectors. Early days
there were two gold coins, a sovereign and a
half sovereign valued at 1 pound and 10
shillings. Notes there were 10 shilling, one
pound, 5 pounds and 10 pounds. This was
all changed to dollars and cents, the present
day currency.
Measurements were calculated in
inches, feet, yards, chains and miles. The
portions were 12 inches one foot, 3 feet one
yard 22 yards on chain and 80 chains one
mile or 1670 yards to a mile. The inch was
divided into fractions for small work to
16ths and for fine work like engineering
into 1000.
Our telephone system has improved.
Early days wires were attached to wooden
poles well above ground {and] often put out
of service by trees being blown onto and
breaking them in storms. Today most are
underground cables with much fewer
breakdowns. Towns of any size each have a
telephone
exchange
which
has
a
switchboard attended mostly by women. To
make a local call you turned a handle on the
phone which rang a bell at the exchange.

You gave the number you wanted to call as
every had a number and the connection was
made manual by the attendant plugging in
the two lines together on the switchboard.
For a long distance call the number was
relayed from one exchange to the next until
contact was made to the required number,
then both lines were connected. Sometimes
if the line was busy you had a long wait and
the exchange would ring you when the
connection was made. Quite often it was
hard to hear the person at the other end of
the. Present day phones are automatic. They
have numbers on a dial attached so you dial
the number you want yourself. I can dial
from here in Ipswich a QLD a number in
Nowra NSW. All it takes is for the person to
walk to the phone [to receive a phone call
over] a distance of over 700 miles.
When electricity got a go on
everything changed from machines in the
home to wash the clothes to electric knives
to carve the meat, gadgets for everything.
Wireless
took
over
from
gramophones for music entertainment also
the news and happenings of the day around
the world. We had films shone in theatres,
silent at that time, then came talking
pictures, followed by pictures in colour.
Then came the time when everyone has a
picture show in their own home with a
number of choices of programs with sound
and colour known as television. Electricity
also does a large amount of labour in
everyday work which used to be done
manually by hand.
I think the highlight of happenings for
me was after peace was declared for the end
of the war in Borneo. Only a small number
of men from each [Army] unit was left to
come home with the unit stores. The
majority of men had already gone. I was
with those left, a parade was held for the
commander of the Pacific campaign Lord
Louis Mountbatten to meet the troops. I was
fortunate to be chosen to represent our unit
to meet him personally shake hands and
exchange a few words. That made my day!
I have heard it said somewhere along
the line:
“Words blow away in the wind, but
memories stay forever”.
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Charlie Brooks and wife Ruby (nee Sperring)
Probably about 1950

Charles Brooks -Known for selling
vegetables from his horse and cart in his
retirement. 'A character'. Doris Good.

Charlie Brooks vegetable cart outside Hotel.
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